SENSGEAR®
INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS
Sensgear®, the possibility to gain real-time insights on an Instrument Transformer’s current behavior,
is the new Trench revolutionary connectivity concept! This new approach is conquering the complete transmission products industry: all products for air-insulated and gas-insulated substations can
from now on be equipped with a connectivity feature. Furthermore, together with data analytics, the
efficiency and sustainability of the assets and the operations will be definitively increased.

FROM AN ANALOG TO DIGITAL PORTFOLIO
With the frequent demand of more and more productivity and
efficiency, utilities and transmission system operators are looking for
innovative solutions to maximize their profits, without losing their
reliability. Digitalization is the new solution to increase performance,
health, safety & environmental topics, as well as reduce costs and risk.
To get data from products and draw beneficial conclusions, experienced staff and investment of significant time and money was needed
until now. It especially required a deep knowledge of the products,
which does not belong to the end user of the substation, but rather to
the supplier of the components.
Profitable results can only be ensured if data are extracted in a smart
way from the assets and further analyzed.
For this reason, Trench has introduced the Sensgear® portfolio, a new
generation of born-connected products able to auto-generate and

transmit data about their overall status and operation.
This technology opens new possibilities for our customers, allowing
them to easily extract data from their equipment together with several
additional information coming from their analysis. This releases the
utilities from a difficult task, which has a great impact on the final
substation efficiency.
Take for instance a product like an instrument transformer – which is
regularly inspected from dedicated personnel – generating data that
gives indications about its maintenance requirements in real time. This
is a huge step further in the direction of operational cost reduction,
thus leading to an overall increase of both the productivity (the
inspection activity reduces the time interval in which the substation is
switched off) and the efficiency (the inspection itself is a cost for the
utility).

The Sensgear® Instrument transformers portfolio is designed to meet

DIGITALIZED SUBSTATION PRODUCTS

such a need, connecting data with a smart and robust IoT gateway securely

The generation of thousands of data sets from our products is a great
breakthrough, since it can open different new scenarios which have been
unexplored so far!
The availability and analysis of more reliable and accurate information
coming from raw data helps in making better and conscious decisions
about the operation of the network, maximizing the efficiency and thus the
profits. Sensgear® is indeed able to collect real data coming from the units
in service, extract key indexes, and provide performance indication and
predictions about their future behavior by sending an additional warning or
alarm depending on the cri- ticality of the analyzed information.
Trench technology satisfies the latest cyber-security requirements.
As one of the main founders of the Charter or Trust, we ensure to comply
with state-of-the-art security and encryption technologies such as ISO /
IEC 27001. For data transmission to cloud storage, an end-to-end encryption
is used. Each Sensgear® product has a unique ID, which is also used for
encryption. The transmission is via HTTPS with 256-bit TSL encryption. We
also comply with best-in-class data handling and management guidelines
to ensure that data from different customers is strictly separated and
secured in the cloud.

transmitting the minimum amount of required information to a cloud-based
storage and visualization platform, providing operators with a comprehensive and quick overview about them.

EXAMPLE OF
GAS INSULATED SENSGEAR PVT WITH SF6 INSULATION

SENSGEAR® INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMER
HARDWARE AND SENSORS
Sensgear® products are delivered pre-equipped with all necessary hardware.
The IoT gateway is pre-configured and pre-installed on the device. It comes
with GPS and local weather information, as well as the following measurement signals per default:
Gas Insulated Instrument Transformers: Gas density and temperature
(only for PVTs);
Oil insulated Instrument Transformers: Oil level alarm and moisture in the oil;
Capacitive Voltage Instrument Transformers: Secondary voltage and
service time.
Hardware and sensors are fully tested, integrated and reduced to the essentials. There is no local analytics hardware and no electronics. Furthermore,
the connectivity is based on a “read-only” concept without any influence on
the equipment operation.

EXAMPLE OF SECONDARY TERMINAL BOX, OPENED.
SENSORS SIDE ON THE LEFT AND FUNCTIONAL SIDE ON THE RIGHT

CUSTOMER VALUES
The customer benefits from a born-connected solution in the following
ways:
Environmental, Safety & Health: Remote indication of either SF6 or oil
leakage can prevent deleterious effect for the environment or even unit
breakdown, which could lead to explosions or fires.
Operational cost reduction by having access to remote data from the
cloud.
Optimize maintenance activities according to real needs and not by
pre-defined time intervals.
Reduce the risk of loss of earnings due to outages, since the overall
reliability of the system will increase, due to the real time availability of
data.
No need of for gas or oil reporting, since the key parameters trending is
automatically recorded via application
For more resources
please check out our website
https://www.trench-group.com
Contact us
sales@trench-group.com

